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Summary. In the design workflow, CAD models of complex components include
more and more details. A transformation of such models into Finite Element (F.E.)
models often generates a much too large number of elements to be used directly.
Generally, the removal of shape details or idealization operations are required to
prepare F.E. models. These modifications must preserve the analysis result and the
user must control the process in order to ensure sufficient accuracy of the F.E.
results. In accordance to the analysis problems, the simplification process generates
different appropriate F.E. models. In this paper, we present different operators and
criteria to prepare analysis models from CAD models.
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1 Introduction

Design models are used by all the actors of the design process and therefore
contain numerous details. These models are often too refined for mechanical
analyses and their direct use would generate too many finite elements. The
adaptation of the model shape needs the removal of its details when their
presence has either no or limited effects on its mechanical behavior while
requiring an important local mesh density. Examples of these details include
fillets, but also detailed entities such as holes, small blocks, etc.

Various software make it possible to automate this step partially. Several
categories of approaches have been proposed to solve the problems involved
by the preparation of F.E. models from CAD data. A first one addresses con-
figurations were small features must be removed to get the geometric model
more compatible with the size of the F.E. required [7, 2, 5]. These approaches



are strongly dependent on the modelling history of the part and work on the
construction tree of the object and the removal of user-selected features. A
second one starts with a polyhedral model of the part [8, 1, 3]. In order to sim-
plify the model, different adaptation functions work on the initial polyhedral
model. They combine decimation process and removal of topological details.
Another category of approaches is characterized by idealization treatments.
Such operations are often required to transform a volume into an open surface
to model a plate behaviour. Similar operations hold for transforming a volume
feature into a line to model a beam behaviour of the structure.

The accuracy of F.E. computations is one of the main concerns of the users.
The sources of the errors are multiple, errors of discretization, uncertainty
about the boundary conditions and the behaviour law of the constitutive ma-
terial, simplification of the shape, ... The quality of F.E. computation can be
strongly influenced by the simplifications carried out on the shape. Appro-
priately choosing and monitoring these simplifications is therefore of primary
importance. When the preparation of the model is manual, its quality de-
pends on the engineer’s know-how. For an automatic simplification process,
the monitoring process uses geometrical criteria, curve, size [9]... In a priori
step, geometrical criteria related to the mechanical properties of the problem
can be added, variation of mass, volume, sections, centre of inertia [4]... A
posteriori indicators can be used also and adaptive simplification process can
be performed to define the most suited simplified model for each analysis case.

Section 2 presents the existing polyhedral model simplification algorithms
we use to automatically prepare F.E. models. In section 3, different imple-
mented criteria are listed and some examples illustrate their efficiency.

2 Simplification operators

Our approach uses an intermediate polyhedral model of the object. Using such
a representation, we can integrate data from CAD models, pre-existing F.E.
meshes or 3D scans. algorithm.

Fig. 1. Scan of a crankcase (courtesy Tomoadour-TurboMéca), generation of a F.E.
mesh (total time ˜2h), 427132 faces in the initial model and 11924 in the F.E. mesh.



The simplification process is based on an iterative vertex removal. Figure 1
shows the result of a simplification process.

3 Mechanical criteria

During a simplification process, a priori criteria are geometric ones but they
can be related to mechanical property variations of mass, volume, section,
centre of inertia. These indicators have been developed with our decimation
process. We could provide the user either macro-scale information over the
whole object or micro-scale information on the smallest possible entity of the
geometrical model. Figure 2 shows two examples of such an indicator.

Fig. 2. Two examples of a priori criteria, variation of volume on the left part and
variation of sections on the right part.

A priori criteria are an interesting information for the users but they can-
not quantify directly the real influence of geometric simplifications on a F.E.
simulation. For example, the errors generated by a hole removal will depend
on the dimension of the hole but also of its location over the component. This
form feature can be in an area involving either low or high stresses. To take
into account its position, a mechanical criterion needs information about the
highly stressed areas and hence a sketch of the F.E.A. results. To gain an idea
of these results requires to set up an a posteriori process. After a simulation
on the simplified part, mechanical criteria are computed for evaluate the in-
fluence of each suppressed feature. Based on criteria, the engineer can validate
the quality of his (resp. her) F.E. results. These criteria can also used in an
adaptive process of simplification to refine the simplified part by adding some
of the suppressed features according to their mechanical influence.

Such a process of simplification was used in [10]. The criterion used was
the error of discretization on the simplified problem and the map of sizes
of an optimal mesh for this problem. The program removes details if the
size of the detail is lower than that given in this area by the map of sizes.
Another criterion can be estimation of the influence of each simplification on



the strain energy variation [6]. In the framework of stationary linear problems,
this variation is given by eq. (1) where σ2 are the stresses of the simplified
model, U1 the displacements of the initial model and n the outward unit
normal. Obviously, these displacements are unknown and can be estimated
by local computations around the removed feature.

∫
feature boundary

σ2.U1.n.ds = ∆ strain energy variation (1)

Fig. 3. Initial CAD model on the left and associated simplified model for analysis

On Fig. 3, we show an example of static problem that illustrates the effi-
ciency of our criterion. The simplified model has been obtained by suppressing
four features. In order to evaluate the efficiency of the criterion, we compute
the solution and the strain energy on the initial part but also on the simpli-
fied one. We can see on table 1 that this criterion produces a good estimation
of the influence of each simplification. During an adaptive process, the user
computes the solution and the influence indicator on the simplified model. In
this example, if the user wants to bound the accuracy to 1%, the simplified
model must be refined by adding features 3 and 4.

Table 1. For each feature simplification, comparison between the real strain energy
variation and our estimation of this variation.

A = real variation B = Influence indicator efficiency A/B

feature 1 -0.014 % -0.009 % 1.56 %
feature 2 0.27 % 0.26 % 0.96 %
feature 3 -8.4 % -8.3 % 1.01 %
feature 4 16 % 18 % 0.89 %



4 Conclusion

The design process of complex structures needs the resolution of multiple
mechanical analyses. Each analysis requires the generation of an adequate
simulation model. To define easily such models and integrate F.E.A. in the
design workflow, it is necessary to set up efficient simplification operators and
criteria for evaluating and validating the simplification process. In this paper,
we have presented a set of treatments contributing to this integration.

Developments are in progress to add other mechanical criteria, like a priori
stiffness variation, a posteriori indicator for modal analysis, ... Work is also
needed to automate the adaptive process using our a posteriori indicator.

All these treatments help transform CAD models from pure into multi-
resolution mechanical models efficient for mechanical simulation preparation.
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